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Abstract
There are much data sampled continuously by sensors in the wireless sensor network. Storing and mining these data can

find more potential information and provide help for decision making. As an important technology for data mining and

multi-criteria decision, skyline computation can identify the interesting single points for user. In order to analyze the

groups of points, the group-based skyline is proposed to query all the Pareto Optimal groups which are not g-dominated by

other groups with the same number of points. Existing algorithms about g-skyline can just compute static data. However,

data stream is very common in many applications, and it is very important to design algorithm go query g-skyline over data

stream. In this paper, we propose new algorithms to compute g-skyline over a data stream. We present sharing strategy and

then present two efficient algorithms: point-arriving algorithm and point-expiring algorithm. The experimental results on

three kinds of synthetic data and a real stock data show that our algorithms perform efficiently over a data stream.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of things is the inter-networking of physical

devices, vehicles and other items embedded with different

information sensors. These wireless sensors can collect

much data from the terminals. The most importance is how

to dig useful information from these mass data for special

purpose.

As one of the important means of multi-decision mak-

ing, skyline query plays an important role in the applica-

tions of sensor network, data mining and so on. The skyline

of a data set includes all the points which are not worse

than any other points. Given a data set D with d-dimension,

every point q can be written as (q[1], q[2],…, q[d]) where

q[i] is the ith attribute value of q. Assume that there are two

points p = (p[1], p[2],…, p[d]) and q = (q[1], q[2],…,

q[d]) in Rd, we say q dominates p, if q[j] B p[j] for each

j and there is at least one j(1 B j B d), q[j]\ p[j]. The

skyline of D consists of all the points which are not

dominated by any other points in D. So the skyline query

identifies all the best individual points.

For example, in the application of forest fires monitor-

ing, the wireless sensor nodes can perceive nearby tem-

perature, humidity and smoke density. When the fire

happens, the nearby temperature will increase and the

humidity will decrease, and the nearby sensors can per-

ceive these changes. So a wireless sensor network can be

arranged to monitor fire. For convenience, we assume that

the sensors sample data at the same time in this paper. As

shown in Fig. 1(a), there is a data set D = {p1, p2,…, p11},

and each point represents a sensor node with two attributes:

the inverse-temperature and the humidity. Doing the sky-

line query on the sensor nodes can return the skyline points

with lower inverse-temperature and lower humidity, as

shown in Fig. 1(b), and these indicate the dangerous areas.

We find that the point p6 dominates point p3 because the

inverse-temperature and humidity of p6 are smaller than

that of p3. The skyline of the dataset D consists of p1, p6
and p11. Therefore, the firemen can quickly identify these

dangerous areas and take an earlier action.
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However, the fire forces are limited and we cannot

check each area at the same time, so if we intend to select 2

areas to examine, the traditional skyline query will not

return the result directly. In order to solve such problem in

a better way, the group-based skyline query was proposed.

The group-based skyline (G-Skyline for short) query is to

identify the best groups not g-dominated by any other

groups with the same group size, and paper [1] proposed

two algorithms for computing G-Skyline. Different from

the traditional skyline, the G-Skyline presents much more

useful information in more complexity phenomenons such

as wireless sensor network, multi-decision and data mining.

In the above example, the G-Skyline groups with 2 points

include {p1, p6}, {p1, p11},{p6, p11},{p6, p3}, {p11,

p8},{p11, p10}, then the fire force could consider selecting

one group from the result.

Although the G-Skyline is very useful, the existing

algorithms focus on the static data set. In fact, in the

wireless network, each sensor node maybe send the per-

ceived data to receiver at intervals, and the environmental

intrusion or node-fault maybe affect the perceived data to

be send, therefore the data received is dynamic. We can

regard these dynamic data as data stream. In the data

stream, each data has its life cycle, and it is only effective

in its life cycle, so when a data arrives or expires, the

current active data set will changes. Based on the data in

Fig. 1, we give an example of data stream in Fig. 2. At

first, there are 3 points {p1, p2, p3}, at moment t, a new

point p4 arrives, the active points are {p1, p2, p3, p4}, and at

moment 2t, an old point p2 expires, now the active points

are {p1, p3, p4}. With the dataset changing, the groups set

will also change, for example, at first, the groups with 2

points are {p1p2, p2p3, p1p3}, when the point p4 arrives, the

groups with 2 points change to {p1p2, p1p3, p1p4, p2p3,

p2p4, p3p4}, the groups containing p4 appear, when the

point p2 expires, the groups with 2 points change to {p1p3,

p1p4, p3p4}, the groups containing p2 are removed.

With the groups set changing, the corresponding

G-Skyline maybe also change. For example, at first, the

G-Skyline groups are {p1p3, p2p3} because p1p2 is domi-

nated by p2p3, while p1p3 and p2p3 are not be g-dominated

by any other groups. When p4 arrives, the G-Skyline

groups are {p1p3, p1p4, p3p4, p2p3}, we can see that the new

point arriving affect the G-Skyline result. When p2 expires,

the G-Skyline changes to {p1p3, p1p4, p3p4}, the result

shows the old point expiring affect the G-Skyline too. So in

order to keep the G-Skyline effective all the time in the

data stream, we should update the G-Skyline when the new

data arrives or an old data expires.

The naivemethod to find theG-Skyline over a data stream

is to use the existing algorithm PWise in paper [1] directly

when the data set changes. However, the data maybe change

quickly in the data stream, under this circumstance, repeating

PWise computation for the whole data set will need much

time cost and much redundant computation. Because when a

new data arrives or an old data expires, some G-Skyline

groups may not change their status. For example, in Fig. 2,

the groups p1p3 and p2p3 areG-Skyline groups at themoment

t and 2t. That is to say, in a data stream, when a point arrives

or expires, we do not compute all the groups again. So the

naive method is not a good idea.

In this paper, we present two algorithms to efficiently

find G-Skyline over a data stream in the wireless sensor

network. The point-arriving-algorithm can compute the

new G-Skyline when a new point arrives, and the point-
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Fig. 2 An example of data stream
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expire-algorithm will get the new G-Skyline result while an

old point expires. In order to improve this two algorithms

effectively, we present some pruning theorems to remove

the groups which will not affect the new G-Skyline.

We summarize our main contributions in brief as follows.

• We present the problem of finding the G-Skyline with

k points over a data stream in the wireless sensor

network. This query will provide much more useful

information.

• We present a sharing strategy to make us compute the

new G-Skyline based on the existing result. According

to the pruning theorems, lots of groups will be pruned

without computation.

• We propose two algorithms to compute the new

G-Skyline over a data stream.

• The experiments are performed based on three kinds of

synthetic data and a real stock data.

Organization The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

In Sect. 2, we review the related work to our research work.

In Sect. 3, we firstly give the definition and existing theorems

of G-Skyline, then we define the problem of G-Skyline query

over a data stream formally. Section 4 presents the two

algorithms of G-Skyline over a data stream, and gives rele-

vant examples. In Sect. 5, we show the experimental results

and evaluations of our algorithms. At last, we conclude our

research work in this paper and propose the future work.

2 Related work

Since Borzsonyi et al proposed the skyline operator [2] in

2001, the skyline has been researched in many filed, and

there are many algorithms of skyline have been proposed

for different problems. Next, we describe the related work

of skyline query.

BNL algorithm and D&C algorithm were proposed in

paper [2]. BNL computed the skyline by scanning the whole

data set and maintaining a candidate set, D&C returned the

final skyline set by computing each sub-set skyline. In the

algorithm SFS [3], the skyline was returned after all the data

being sorted according to the monotone function. Bitmap

[4] firstly mapped each tuple to a m-bit vector, then got the

skyline by computing the vectors, but this algorithm was

only suitable for the static data set. NN [5] algorithm

returned the skyline result by filtering the nearest neighbor

points. BBS managed the data set by R-tree, and only the

nodes containing result points would be visited.

In addition, there are some new skyline algorithms for

the specific environment. The sub-space skyline [6–9] can

compute the skyline by dividing the data set to some sub-

space. K-dominant skyline [10, 11] can return the points

which are not k-dominated by any other points, it can find

much more potential information. Top-k skyline

[12–15, 30] will find the points ranking in the top k posi-

tion, this algorithm was only suitable for the query within a

set limit in volume. In recent years, the skyline query on

uncertain data has been studied, in this query, a threshold

q was given at first, then the points whose probabilities are

larger than q would be returned as probabilistic skyline

[16–18]. [31, 32] introduced the MapReduce technology to

compute the skyline efficiently. [19] firstly proposed the

skyline query in a data stream, the data in the sliding

window were managed in R-tree, and the skyline set was

maintained by the interval tree. [20] presented algorithm

LOOK-OUT to compute skyline in a data stream. In paper

[21], the data in the sliding window were managed based

on a multi-layer grid structure. [22] proposed a parallel

algorithm for window-based skyline targeting multicores.

Paper [23] returned the top-k composition skyline,

however, this paper did not propose the composition skyline

formally. [24–26] defined and researched the group skyline

query, they calculated the value of the same attribute of k

points to form a group, then compared the dominance

relation between the groups using the traditional domi-

nance. The calculate functions commonly used in these

work were some aggregate functions, such as, SUM, MAX,

and MIN. [27] defined the group dominance concept based

on uncertain data. In fact, which aggregate function should

be used in practical application is difficult to select, so paper

[1] proposed the Pareto optimal groups and group-base

skyline which can return all the Pareto optimal solutions.

[28, 41] proposed efficient skyline group algorithms based

on the algorithms in paper [24, 25] in a data stream, but the

skyline group in their algorithms focus on some functions

such as SUM, MAX and MIN, and the result of skyline

groups under these functions is a subset of our G-skyline

groups. The reason is that if group G is dominated by G0

according to G-skyline definition, this relation is right under

SUM function, but the reverse is not true. So these algo-

rithms are not suitable for our G-skyline groups. Paper [42]

proposed the skyline algorithms over data stream, but they

focus on individual subjects rather than groups. [33–40]

discussed different skyline applications in wireless sensor

networks, such as continuous reverse skyline, spatial sky-

line, distributed dynamic skyline and probabilistic skyline

query in the wireless sensor networks.

3 Preparations

In this section, we will present the foundation work,

including the relevant definitions, basic theorems and the

G-Skyline algorithm in static data that will be used in our

paper, then we propose our problem.
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3.1 Definitions and theorems

Definition 1 (Skyline) There are two different points p and

q coming from the same data set D, we can say q dominates

p, denoted by q � p, if q[j] B p[j] for every j (1 B j B d)

and at least one j, q[j]\ p[j] (1 B j B d), where p[j] is the

jth attribute value. The skyline consist of all the points

which are not dominated by any other point in D.

Definition 2 (G-Dominante) Given a data set D, there are

two different groups G1 = {p1, p2,…, pk} and

G2 = {p01; p
0
2; . . .; p

0
k}, where each point coming from D,

we can say G1 g-dominates G2, if two arrays with k points

for G1 and G2 are found, G1 = {pn1, pn2,…, pnk}and

G2 = {p0m1; p
0
m2; . . .; p

0
mk}, and pni B pmi for each

i (1 B i B k) and at least one i, pni dominates pmi.

Definition 3 (G-Skyline) The G-Skyline consist of all the

groups with k points which are not g-dominated by any

other group with the same size.

Example 1 The G-Skyline is different from skyline, and it

is also not same as skyline groups [24–26]. We take the

data in Fig. 1 as an example. Let G1 = {p6, p8, p11} and

G2 = {p2, p3, p10}, we can say G1 g-dominates G2 because

there are two arrays G1 = {p6, p11, p8} and G2 = {p3, p10,

p2} such that p6 � p3, p11 � p10, and p8 � p2. So G2 is not

the G-Skyline group, but G1 belongs to G-Skyline because

there is no other groups g-dominates G1 with the same size.

Definition 4 (Skyline Layers) The data set D can be divided

to some layers, the layeri is composed by skyline points of

(D-
Si�1

j¼1 layerj), such as layeri = skyline(D-
Si�1

j¼1 layerj)

which is computed recursively until all the points of D are

in layers, where layer1 is the traditional skyline of D.

Theorem 1 Given a data set D and the group size k, each

point of G-Skyline groups must be in the first k skyline

layers.

Theorem 2 If there is a non G-Skyline group G with k

points, when another point from G’s tail set is added to it,

this new group with k ? 1 point also does not belong to the

G-Skyline.

Theorem 3 For each point p of a G-Skyline group G, all

of p’s parents must be in G too.

3.2 Algorithm in static data

To compute the G-Skyline groups with k points from the

given n points, the crude method is to enumerate all the

n

k

� �

groups, and then do the query based on the g-domi-

nance. Obviously doing it like this needs much time cost

and storage cost, so paper [1] proposes the PWise (Point-

Wise) algorithm to efficiently compute the G-Skyline

groups. Next, we will introduce this algorithm in brief.

1. Skyline Layers. Firstly, all the points in D with

2-dimension are sorted with increasing x-coordinate

value, then all the points in this order are processed by

binary search to compute which layer each point

belongs to. Because the Pwise algorithm only compute

the G-Skyline for the given group size k, so just the

first k skyline layers need to be constructed. The point

with minimum y-coordinate in layeri is referred as the

tail point of layeri. An example of skyline layers is

shown in Fig. 3, and p11 is the tail point of layer1.

2. Construct Directed Skyline Graph (DSG). The DSG is

a data structure which reflects the dominance relations

between the first k layers. It is constructed based on

skyline layers: all the points in D are calculated

according to the increasing layers. For every point p, it

should be compared with all the points in the previous

layers and get their dominance relations, for the points

which dominate p, p will be added to their children list,

and these points will be added as p’s parents list. An

example of DSG is shown in Fig. 4 based on the data

in Fig. 1. In order to look clarity, all the indirect

dominant relations are omitted, such as p11 � p2.
3. Compute G-Skyline. Based on the skyline layers and

DSG, the algorithm performs by the classic set

enumeration tree search framework. According to

Theorem 2, the algorithm firstly prunes the non-G-

Skyline groups as soon as possible, because if a group

is not the G-Skyline group, it should not be expanded

further, then according to Theorem 3, the algorithm

prunes the point from the tail set of each node. Finally,

the G-Skyline is returned.
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p8

p10

p2

p5
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p4

p7
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m
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Fig. 3 The skyline layers
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3.3 Our problem

The points in the static data set are stable, but the points in

the data stream are dynamic, each point has its life cycle,

and the point is only valid in its life cycle. Thus, the active

data set of the data stream is not static, and it will change

when a new point arrives or an old point expires. Aiming at

this problem, we propose an algorithm to find G-Skyline in

the data stream. To the best of our knowledge, this problem

is the first time to be considered here, and there has been no

algorithm can solve it.

In this paper, we use sliding window to manage the data

in the stream. There are two type sliding windows [29]: the

one based on time, and another based on count. We focus

on the time-based sliding window.

Definition 5 (Sliding Window) For a time window W, and

t is a random moment, when the point p arrives at t, its life

cycle can be written as [t, t ? W], and the point is only

valid in this period, that is to say the point p is added to the

active data set at t moment and is deleted from the active

data set at t ? W monent.

Theorem 4 Given a group G with k points coming from

the dataset D, for each point p [ G, if all of its parents are

in G, or it is the traditional skyline point of D, we can say

G is G-Skyline group.

Prove Assume a group G = {p1, p2,…, pk}, each point in

G and its parents are in G. If there is another group

G0 = {q1, q2,…, qk} can g-dominate G, we can find two

permutations that for i[[1, k], qi � pi, so qi is pi’s parent.

From the known condition, we conclude that each qi is in

G, G and G0 have the same items. So there is not such a

group which g-dominates G, according to the concept of

G-Skyline, we can say G is a G-Skyline group. h

4 G-skyline query over a data stream

In this section, we elaborate the algorithm to compute

G-Skyline in the data stream. For convenience, we main-

tain that: (1) the layer of point p, denoted by p.l, indicating

which skyline layer the point p belongs to; (2) each point

has the constant life cycle, denoted as [p.tarr, p.texp], while

p.tarr means when the point p arrives and p.texp indicates

when the point p expires, p.texp = p.tarr ? W.

In order to compute G-Skyline effectively, we present

the sharing strategy, and based on which we propose two

algorithms to find G-Skyline groups in the data stream.

4.1 Sharing strategy

When the point arrives or expires in a data stream, we can

update the G-Skyline based on the existing G-Skyline.

Proof The dynamic of the data stream reflects in two

aspects: new point arriving and old point expiring. Here we

take point p as an example. Both cases will result in the

active data set changing, and the G-Skyline of active data set

will also change. But not all of the dominance relationships

between the points are affected in these two cases, and only

such relations are affected: the dominance relationships

between p and its parents, and the dominance relationships

between p and its children. According to Theorems 1 and 2,

we find that when a new point p arrives, the non-G-Skyline

groups are still non-G-Skyline groups, and the G-Skyline

groups not containing p’s children are still G-Skyline

groups, we should only check the other existing G-Skyline

groups and the new groups containing p. When an old point

p expires, the existing G-Skyline groups not containing p are

still G-Skyline groups, and the existing G-Skyline groups

containing p should be deleted, so we should check the

status of some non-G-Skyline groups.

That is to say, when the active data set changes, we do

not have to computing all the active data, we can compute

the new G-Skyline based on the existing G-Skyline. h

In the G-Skyline processing over the data stream, this

sharing strategy will prune most of groups which will not

affect the new G-Skyline, and help us to compute the

G-Skyline quickly in the data stream.

4.2 Computing G-skyline for point arriving

When a new point p arrives, we should firstly check which

layer the point p belongs to, then we update the DSG to

construct the new relationships between all the points,

p11p6p1

p10p8p3

p9p5p2

p7p4

Fig. 4 Directed skyline graph
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finally, we compute the G-Skyline based on the sharing

strategy. In order to compute the G-Skyline continuously in

the data stream, we should compute the skyline layers and

the DSG for all the active points rather than the first

k skyline layers and the DSG in the PWise [1].

Update the skyline layers For the existing active points,

their skyline layers have been constructed, and the points in

each layer have been sorted increasingly by x coordinate.

When a new point p arrives, by computing p and the tail

point of each layer, we can execute the bin-search to find

which layer this new point belongs to, then if layeri.tail

does not dominate p and layeri-1.tail dominates p, we can

say p belongs to layeri. If p is dominated by the tail point of

the last layer, it will belong to a new layer. Then we can

compare p with all the points in this layer to determine

which position the point p locates.

Example We show an example of Algorithm 1 in Fig. 5

based on Fig. 1. Assume the active points in the data

stream are these 11 points, at this moment, a new point

p arrives, so the active data set will change. By updating

the skyline layers, we firstly execute the bin-search to find

that p locates between layer1 and layer2, then we construct

the new skyline layers as shown in Fig. 4. From the new

skyline layers, we find that the layers of some points have

changed. For example, p8 is in layer2 previously, when

p arrives, the point in layer2 dominated by p is only p8, so

p8 moves to layer3, at the same time, as the children of p8,

p2 and p5 also move to higher layer4, similarly, as the child

of p5, p4 moves to layer5.

Update the directed skyline graph (DSG) When the new

point p arrives, it changes the skyline layers, because the

DSG is built based on the skyline layers, so we should also

update the DSG of the active points.

According to the DSG concept, we know that when a

new point p arrives, it does not affect other points except

for its parents and children. So the DSG updating can be

finished in two steps. Firstly, to find p’s parents, we can

compare p with each point whose layer is smaller than p’s

layer, if a point q is p’s parent, we should not compare

p with q’s parents. Secondly, to find all of p’s children, we

can compare p with each point whose layer is larger than

p’s layer, if a point q is p’s child, we should not compare

p with q’s children.

Example We show an example of DSG updating in Fig. 6

based on Fig. 1. When a new point p arrives, we firstly

update the skyline layers, then we can update the DSG to

reflect the dominance relationships in real time. Because

p lies between layer1 and layer2 in the old skyline layers,

we can find p is dominated by p11 in the layer1, p8 in the

layer2 is dominated by p, and p8 is the child of p11 previ-

ously, so we set p11 as p’s parent, and p8 as p’s child, then

the children (p2, p5, p4, p7) of p8 will not be compared with

p, and we also find p9 is also p’s child. The new DSG is

shown in Fig. 6. We can see that when a new point

Algorithm 1: update skyline layers when new point 
arrives

Input: the skyline layers of n active points, a new 
arriving point p

Output: the new skyline layers of active points
1  for i=1 to maxlayer do
2  if the layer1’s tail point does not dominate p then
3       p.layer=1;
4    else if layermax’s tail point dominates p then 
5       p.layer=maxlayer+1;
6    else
7       calculate bin-search to find which layer p
belongs to
8  compare p with the points in p.layer to determine p’s
position in the layer
9  if there is a point in p.layer is dominated by p
10     Denote all the points in p.layer dominated by p
as D1

11     While( D1!=null )
12     {   For each point q in D1

13           Copy all the points in
layer(q.layer+1)dominated by q to D2

14           q.layer=q.layer+1;
15           delete q from D1;
16        D1=D2;

}
17 return the new skyline layers 

p1

p6

p11

p3

p8

p10

p2

p5

p9

p4

p7

p

Fig. 5 New skyline layers
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p arrives, there are some dominance relationships about

p added to DSG, but other dominance relationships irrel-

evant to p will remain unchanged.

Compute G-skyline for a point arriving After updating the

skyline layers and DSG, we can compute the new G-Sky-

line based on the existing G-Skyline. According to theorem

1, we infer that which layer p belongs to will generate

different effect on the new G-Skyline. So we present dif-

ferent solutions on the basis of p’s location as follows.

1. If p.layer[ k. According to Theorem 1, the point of

G-Skyline groups must in the first k layers, so if

p.layer[ k, p will not affect the G-Skyline result.

2. If p.layer\ k. In this case, p has no effect on the non-G-

Skyline groups and the G-Skyline groups which do not

contain all of p’s parents. However, the point p may

only affect the G-Skyline groups which containing all

of p’s parents, here we denote these groups as

candidate groups.

Prove For the non-G-Skyline groups G1, there must be a

group G2 dominating it, when p arrives, G2 still dominates

G1, so we can easily find p has no effect on such kind of

groups.

For each G-Skyline group (such as G3) not containing

all of p’s parents, according to Theorem 3, there must be no

child of p existing in G3, so there is no point dominated by

p, and p has no effect on the G-Skyline groups not

containing all of p’s parents.

For the G-Skyline groups not containing any parent of p,

we can easily prove p has no effect on such kind of groups.

Finally only the G-Skyline groups containing all of p’s

parents should be re-evaluated. h

We call this kind of groups the candidate groups, and we

divide the candidate groups into two kinds, and give the

different solutions for them. If there is not any G-Skyline

group containing all of p’s parents, p will not affect the

query result.

Solution 1 For each G-Skyline group G which contains

all parents of p except for p’s children, p will not affect its

status. We can replace the leaf point of G by p to compose

the new group which is G-Skyline group, while this leaf

point can not be p’s parent. However, G is still G-Skyline

group.

Prove Assume G is a G-Skyline group not containing p’s

children, that is to say, there is not any point in G domi-

nated by p, and there will be no group containing p can

dominate G, so p does not affect G’s status, and G is still

G-Skyline group. On the other hand, if we replace the leaf

point of G by p to compose the new group G’, we can not

find another group which can dominate G’ because all of

p’s parents are already in G, so G’ is G-Skyline group

too. h

Solution 2 For each G-Skyline group containing p’s

children, p will affect the its status. We replace the leaf

point of G by p to compose the new group which will be

G-Skyline group. But, G is not G-Skyline group yet.

Prove If the G-Skyline group contains p’s children, such

as G = {g1, g2,…, gi,…, gk} and gi is p’s child, we can find

G0 = {g1, g2,…, p,…, gk} can g-Dominates G because p �
gi, so the group G will not be G-Skyline. At the same time,

if we replace the leaf point of G by p to compose a new

group G0, then each of the point in G0 and all of its parents

are in the G, so according to concept of G-Skyline and

Theorem 4, we can see that there is no group which can g-

Dominate G0, so G0 is G-Skyline group. h

According to the above solutions, when a new point

arrives we can quickly find the new G-Skyline based on the

existing G-Skyline groups. The process is shown in

Algorithm 2 as follows.

p6p1

p8p3

p9p5p2

p7p4

p

p11

p10

Fig. 6 Updating DSG when a new point arrives
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Algorithm 2: Point-arriving-Algorithm
Input: a data set D with n active points, the 

corresponding skyline layers and DSG, group size k, a 
new arriving point p

Output: New G-Skyline groups
1  update the skyline layers
2  update the DSG
3  for each group G in G-Skyline
4     if G contains all of p’s parents
5        if G does not contain p’s child
6           G’← replace the leaf point of G by p
7           insert G’ to G-Skyline
8        if G contain p’s child
9           G’ ← replace the leaf point of G by p
10          insert G’ to G-Skyline
11          remove G from G-Skyline
12  return New G-Skyline

Example An example of Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 7

based on Fig. 1. Assume at present the active points in the

data stream are these 11 points which compose the data set

D. The k-item G-Skyline groups are shown in Fig. 7 where

1 B k B 4. When a new point p(18, 30) arrives, after

updating the skyline layers and DSG, we can begin to

update the relevant groups. The parent of p is only p11, so

each G-Skyline group containing p11 should be expanded.

For visualization clarity, we omit the reduplicate new

G-Skyline groups coming from the existing G-Skyline

groups. The groups in the dotted box are new groups born

from the existing G-Skyline groups. At level |S|p = 1, we

can easily find that p’s arriving has no effect on the 1-item

G-Skyline. At level |S|p = 2, among the existing 2-item

G-Skyline groups, we find the group {p11, p8} contains the

parent and the child of p, according to solution 2, we

should replace p8 by p to form the new G-Skyline group

{p11, p}, and this new group is G-Skyline group, but the

group {p11, p8} will be no longer the G-Skyline group

because it is g-dominated by the new group {p11, p}.

Similarly, for the group {p6, p11, p8}, it also contains the

parent and the child of p, so we get the new G-Skyline

group {p6, p11, p} instead of {p6, p11, p8}. As a result, level

|S|p = 4 shows all the 4-item G-Skyline groups without

checking.

4.3 Updating G-skyline for point expiring

Each point in the data stream has its life cycle, when an

active point expires, the active data set will change too, so

we should compute the new G-Skyline groups of the new

active dataset based on the existing result. In this section,

we firstly update the skyline layers, then reconstruct the

DSG, finally compute the G-Skyline for point expiring.

Update the skyline layers Different form the point arriv-

ing, when a point expires, we can easily update the skyline

layers. Assume the point p in layerL expires, if p is the tail

point of layerL, each tail point of layerL0 (L
0 [ L) will be

moved to the tail of layerL0�1, at the same time, any other

points still locate in their previous layer. If p is not the tail

point of layerL, we will not only delete p, but also change

the layers of some points. If the point q is in layerL?1 and

its parent in layerL is only p, then we can change q’s layer

to layerL-1. Then we will similarly change the layers of

some points one layer by one layer. The procedure of

updating skyline layers is shown in Algorithm 3.

Fig. 7 Finding G-Skyline when a new point arrives
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Example An example of Algorithm 3 is shown in Fig. 8

based on Fig. 1. For the 11 active points, if the tail point

expires, we should firstly delete this tail point, then change

the tail point of layeri?1 to become the tail point of layeri,

other points keep their layers unchanged. As shown in

Fig. 8(a), when the tail point p10 expires, p9 becomes the

tail of layer2, and p7 becomes the tail of layer3, where in

the previous layers p9 was the tail of layer3 and p7 was the

tail of layer4. However, when point p8 expires, we find p8 is

p5’s single parent in layer2, so we move p5 to lower layer2,

but p4 still lie in its original layer because the parents of p4
in layer3 are p5 and p9 while only p5 is in S, the new skyline

layers is shown in Fig. 8(b).

Update the directed skyline graph (DSG) When an old

point expires, it may affect the existing skyline layers, and

it maybe also change the DSG.

The DSG reflect the dominance relationships of each

point, so when point p expires and is removed, there will be

no relationships between it and its parents, and between it

and its children. In the DSG, the directed edge indicates the

dominance relationship, so when p expires, the edges

between p and its parents and the edges between p and its

children should be deleted, at the same time, the new

directed edges from p’s parents to p’s children will be

added to DSG to update it, the procedure is shown in

Fig. 9. In fact, the dominant relationships indicated by new

directed edges have been existed already, just because we

omit them for visualization clarity. The most importance is

p’s expiration will not change the dominance relationships

between other points.
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Fig. 8 Updating skyline layers. a Point p10 expires. b Point p8 expires
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p
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Fig. 9 The change of edges

when a point expires
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Example We give an example to show the DSG updating

when an old point expires in Fig. 10 based on Fig. 1.

Assume that these 11 points in Fig. 1 are active points in

data stream, when the expiration time of p3 arrives, the

point p3 will be deleted. Then the dominance relationships

about p3 will be removed from DSG, at the same time, the

new directed edges between its parents (such as p6) and its

children (such as p2) will be added to DSG.

Compute G-skyline for a point expiring Similar to the

G-Skyline computing for point arriving, after updating the

skyline layers and the DSG, we can compute the new

G-Skyline groups based on the existing G-Skyline.

According to the G-dominate concept and Theorem 3, we

find that the expiration of point p only has an effect on the

G-Skyline groups which contain p or p’s children, it will

not affect any other groups. Next, we analyze whether

these groups are new G-Skyline groups or not.

1. For the G-Skyline groups

If G is a G-Skyline group and does not contain p,

according to G-Skyline concept, there is not a groups

G0can G-dominate G, we can easily know that p’s

expiration does not affect such groups. h

If G is a G-Skyline groups and contains p, we can

get the new k-item G-Skyline group by deleting p from

the old k ? 1-point G-Skyline groups.

Prove From the algorithm for the static data set, we

know that the G-Skyline groups with k ? 1 points

come from G-Skyline with k points. Assume that

G = {q1, q2,…, qk, p} is G-Skyline groups with k ? 1

points, and it maybe contains p’s children, we know

that each point in G and all of its parents are in G.

When p expires and is deleted from G, G0 = G–

p = {q1, q2,…, qk}, and each point in G0 and all of its

parents are still in G0, according to Theorem 4, we can

say G0 is G-Skyline groups with k points when

p expires. h

2. For the non-G-Skyline groups

If G is a non-G-Skyline group and contains p, it can

be deleted safely.

Prove We can easily prove this conclusion because

G will not exist when p expires.

If G is a non-G-Skyline group and does not contain

p, it maybe become G-Skyline group when p expires.

Prove: When point p expires, it will not dominate its

children any more, so some of non-G-Skyline groups

which does not contain p but contains p’s children

maybe become G-Skyline. According to Theorem 4,

these groups must satisfy the condition: for such group

G, each of point in G and all of its parents except p

must be in G. Because p’s children’s parents contain

p’s parents, so if we add p to G to form G0 with k ? 1

points, G0 must be k ? 1-point G-Skyline group of the

active data set before p expires. Then we can get these

candidate groups by deleting p from the k ? 1-item

G-Skyline groups, and these groups have been returned

in (1). However, any other non-G-Skyline groups

which do not meet this condition will not belong to

G-Skyline, and they can be pruned safely. h

When a point p expires, we can quickly compute the

new G-Skyline groups based on the existing G-Skyline

groups. Based on the above strategy, our key idea of

the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.

Example Now we show an example of Algorithm 4 in

Fig. 11 based on the data in Fig. 1. Assume the active

points of data stream at present time are these 11 points.

When an old point p6 expires, p6 will be useless, and the

p6p1

p8p3

p9p5p2

p7p4

p11

p10

Fig. 10 Updating DSG
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active points data set will change, so we should compute

the new G-Skyline. At level |Sp| = 1, we firstly delete p6,

then get the new 1-point G-Skyline group p3 by removing

p6 from {p6, p3} which is 2-point old G-Skyline group, and

we set a dashed box to denote the new G-Skyline group. At

the same level, we can also remove p6 from {p1, p6} and

{p6, p11} to get the new skyline point p1 and p11, but these

two points already belong to skyline, for visualization

clarity, we do not show this kind of indications. Similarly,

at the level |Sp| = 2, we can get the new 2-point G-Skyline

groups {p1, p3} and {p11, p3} by removing p6 from the old

3-point G-Skyline groups {p1, p6, p3} and {p6, p11, p3}. As

a result, level |Sp| = 3 shows all the new G-Skyline groups

with 3 points. Based on our pruning strategies, we can

easily get the new G-Skyline groups at each level without

much computation.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental evaluation about

our algorithms.

5.1 Experiment preparation

We simulate a data stream and evaluate the algorithms

when the new data arrives or the old data expires. For each

condition, we firstly evaluate the skyline layers updating,

and then perform the comprehensive experiments to test

the G-Skyline algorithm based on the synthetic data. To

examine the extendibility of our algorithms, we generate

three critical types of data: the correlated data (COR), the

independent data (IND) and the anti-correlated data

(ANTI-COR). The example of each type of data with

2-dimension is shown in Fig. 12.

For the correlated dataset and the anti-correlated dataset,

the points are generated by selecting a plane perpendicular

to the line from (0,…,0) to (1,…,1) using a normal distri-

bution, while for the independent dataset, all attribute

values of points are generated independently using a uni-

form distribution. For each type of data, we simulate the

data stream in such way, a new point is generated randomly

at regular intervals to simulate a new point arriving in the

data stream, similarly, a point will be deleted at regular

intervals to simulate an old point expiring in the data

stream, and the point which generated earlier will be

deleted earlier.

We also use the real stock data to evaluate the efficiency

of our algorithms.

Because this is the first time to compute G-Skyline over

the data stream, our examine evaluation was conducted

against the existing algorithm for static dataset. All the

experiments are performed on a PC with 1.7 GHz Intel

Core i7 processor running Windows 7 operation system

with 8 GB memory and 1TB hard drive. The algorithms to

be examined in the experiments are as follows.

PAA Computing G-Skyline groups for a new point

arriving.

PEA Computing G-Skyline groups for an old point

expiring.

PWise Point-Wise algorithm of G-Skyline for static

dataset in paper [1].

5.2 Updating skyline layers

Firstly we examine our algorithms for updating skyline

layers when the new point arrives or an old point expires.

The PWise algorithm is to rebuild all the skyline layers by

binary searching for the new active dataset, while our

algorithm can update the skyline layers directly based on

the existing skyline layers.

Figure 13 shows the running time cost of updating

skyline layers in the PWise algorithm and our algorithms

on the different datasets. When the group size k varies from

2 to 6, we find that the PWise algorithm is affected by the

different datasets and the growth of running time is flat

from correlated dataset to independent dataset, and to anti-

Fig. 11 Finding G-Skyline when point p6 expires

Fig. 12 The synthetic dataset. a COR, b ANTI-COR, c IND
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correlated dataset. The reason is that the PWise algorithm

only considers the points in the first k skyline layers while

other points will not be considered. Different from PWise,

our algorithms perform better. The reason is that when a

new point p arrives in the data stream, based on the existing

skyline layers, we should only use binary search to find

where p will locate. In order to compute the G-Skyline

continuously, the skyline layers in our algorithm must

contain all of the active points, so no matter what value the

group size k is, for the same dataset, the running time of

updating skyline layer is same, and it is much less than

PWise. However, when an old point p expires, to update

the skyline layers, our PEA can directly delete the p and

change the layers of some points dominated by p. This

work is more easy and the running time is the most least.

According to the distribution of each dataset, we find

that the average layer number follows COR.ln[ IND.ln

[ANTI-COR.ln. Then the running time of our algorithm

shows little growth. Finally, our algorithms perform better

than PWise.

5.3 Performance with respect to the synthetic
data

In this section, we show the experimental evaluation of

algorithms on the synthetic dataset. Each dataset is gen-

erated following the seminal work in paper [2].

Figure 14 shows the running time of algorithms on each

synthetic dataset with different dataset size n, while d = 2,

k = 4. When n is more than 103, adding a new point to the

active dataset or deleting an old point from the active

dataset has no effect on the total number of points to be

computed in PWise, so the running time of PWise for this

two cases approximately equal, and we can use the same

time value in the figure. The varying n has a certain effect

on the PWise algorithm because it should compute the

points in the first k layer, and the total number increases

with n increasing, then the running time shows little growth

on the COR dataset and IND dataset, while PWise need

much time in ANTI-COR dataset because every layer has

more points than other two dataset. However, our algo-

rithm perform better. When a new point arrives in the data

stream, based on the existing G-Skyline groups, PAA only

need to check the groups expanded from the existing

G-Skyline groups which contain all of p’s parents, the

number of these candidates will not be large, so the running

time of PAA is less than PWise. Similarly, when an old

point p expires, PEA only need to check the existing

G-Skyline groups which contain p, this is very easy and the

running time is very little.

Figure 15 shows the running time of algorithms on each

synthetic dataset with different dimension size d, while

n = 1000, k = 3. The varying d has much effect on the

PWise algorithm because the total number of the points in

the first k layers increases sharply with d increasing.

However, the running time of our algorithms is less and

increase smoothly. The reason is that our algorithms can

get the new G-Skyline based on the existing G-Skyline,

although the number of points in the first k layers increases

sharply, the number of candidates to be checked in our

algorithm keeps little growth.
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Figure 16 show the running time of algorithms on syn-

thetic dataset with different group size k, while n = 1000,

d = 2. The running time of PWise increases sharply with

k increasing, the reason is that the number of points in the

first k layers increases quickly. PAA needs a little more

time than PEA, this is due to their different solution

approach, PAA needs to check more candidates than PEA.

5.4 Performance with respect to the real stock
data

In order to evaluate the algorithms’ efficiency on a real

data set, we do the experiments on the real stock data from

www.finance.yahoo.com. The real data contain 3 *105

records of stock, and each record has 3 attributes: change,

volume and price.
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Figure 17 shows performance of algorithms on real data

with different dataset size n. We find that the dataset size

has little impact on the algorithms, and our algorithms are

better, the reason is that the dataset size is not very large.

Figure 18 shows performance of algorithms on real data

with different group size k. The group size has much

impact on the algorithms, however, our algorithms are

better and efficient. As a result, our algorithms do better in

G-skyline query over real data stream, the reason is that our

algorithms can compute the new G-skyline based on

existing result, and there will be fewer points to be used to

form the candidate groups when a new point arriving or an

old point expiring.

6 Conclusions and future work

Processing dynamic data or data stream from the wireless

sensor network will provide important information for

users. In this paper, we proposed the problem of finding

G-Skyline groups over the data stream in the wireless

sensor network. In order to compute the G-Skyline groups

efficiently, we firstly presented the sharing strategy, and

then based on which, we proposed two algorithms PAA

and PEA to compute the new G-Skyline groups when a

new point arrive or an old point expires. The experiment

results based on the synthetic data and real data show our

algorithms’ benefit. In the future, we will consider how to

compute the G-Skyline groups in wireless network if dif-

ferent sensors sample data at different time.
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